amphorainc.com

Career Opportunities
SENIOR UI MANAGER
Location:

Hyderabad, India

Amphora Software Pvt. Ltd. is the premier software solution provider for energy trading, logistics and
risk management in the global crude oil, refined products and energy derivatives marketplace. Our team
includes some of the most experienced software designers, developers and business analysts in the
commodities industry today. Since our inception, our main goal has been to provide the trading community
with the most robust, user-friendly, enterprise-wide software package available. We continue to launch new
products that address customers’ needs and adjust to dynamic market demands.
Summary/Objective:
We are looking for a Senior Software Engineer who understands well and is very comfortable with both
JavaScript and the JavaScript ecosystem. React.js knowledge is preferable, but someone who practices
modern engineering principles in a modern SPA framework (ReactJS, Angular or Vue, for instance) will be
able to learn on the job. You understand how to manage application state and application data (with Redux,
for instance), and write reusable components as appropriate.
Essential Functions:











Strong proficiency in JavaScript & Java.
Thorough understanding of React.js and its core principles (or a comparable, modern, componentbased UI Framework / Library)
Developing & Designing new user-facing features and products using React.js
Understanding of functional programming techniques and practices.
Familiarity with GraphQL is a plus, Familiarity specifically with ApolloJS is an extra plus.
Knowledge of modern authorization mechanisms, such as JSON Web Token
Other Tools - GitHub, Nexus repository, Jenkins, Babel, Webpack, NPM and CI Tools
Building reusable components, code patterns and front-end libraries.
Node experience is a BIG plus .
Eagerness to learn and grow with the rest of the team is a must!

Benefits:
We value our employees’ time and efforts. Our commitment to your success is enhanced by our competitive
salary, depending on experience, and an extensive benefits package including paid time off, medical and
future career growth opportunities. Plus, we work to maintain the best possible environment for our
employees, where people can learn and grow with the company. We strive to provide a collaborative,
creative environment where each person feels encouraged to contribute to our processes, decisions,
planning and culture.

Career Opportunities
Employment Location:
Amphora Software Private Limited
Suite 403-406A, 4th Floor Ashoka
Myhome Chambers S P Road
Secunderabad, 500 003
India
Any applicant who is in this position may apply by emailing resume and cover letter to:
hr@amphorainc.com please reference Senior UI Manager in subject line

